
SUMMER SNAPPERS 
GUIDE #PROUDTOPRINT



We do everything to provide you with the best customer service. Our 
customer service agents are always happy to answer any of your questions! 
We're available on multiple channels including Facebook and Twitter.

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

MaIL

Response within 1 working day
PHONE

0800 496 0354

100% satisfaction guarantee: if you aren’t happy, we’ll reprint or fully  
refund your item. 

This summer, research revealed by Bonusprint, showed 47 
per cent of Britons rely on their smartphone to take photos on 
holiday, and spend an average of 79 minutes a day taking and 
editing photos. 

Despite our photo-obsession, many of us are still not sure how 
we should use our smartphone cameras to take the perfect 
shots and ensure our holiday snaps are truly print-worthy. 

We’ve put together a guide to give you some tips on how to 
maximise the chance of capturing images you can be proud to 
hang in your home, give as a thoughtful gift or create a Photo 
Book with. 

Be #PROUDTOPRINT and make this a summer to remember 
with images which can be enjoyed every day. 

Keith Hanson
Bonusprint

BE #PROUDTOPRINT 
THIS SUMMER



Take it again 
Brits spend almost 
25 minutes a day 
taking the same  
shot to get the  

best result

The camera DOES lie!
Brits spend 16 minutes a 

day setting up the best pose 
for their photo, and 11 minutes 

editing images using their 
laptops

#toomuchfilter  
Heavy filtering means 

that only 1 in 10 photos 
are good enough  

to print

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR  
MOBILE P ICS THIS SUMMER
A huge 63% of you wish you printed more 
photos, so be sure to make the most of 
your camera skills on holiday this summer 
and take images which are truly print-worthy 

Did you know?  
65% of Brits admit to 
editing themselves in 

holiday snaps

Say cheese!  
The average Brit now 

takes a staggering 
24 snaps a day on 

holiday

Remember to save
Save an original copy of your photo before editing 
it because applying too many filters can lead to 
poor quality 

HDR is your friend
Enable HDR (High Dynamic Range) and your phone 
will take three photographs at the same time then 
layer the best parts of each creating one photo in 
seconds

Wait for golden hour
The first and last hour of sunlight will bathe your 
photos in a soft, glowing golden light 

Be spontaneous 
Holidays are when people are at their most relaxed 
so take advantage of this by catching them off-guard

Catching rays
Sun rays are hard to capture but worth the effort. 
Focus on your subject, tap your smartphone screen 
and shoot

When in doubt, suck it up
Lifting your chin and sucking in your tummy top the 
list of golden rules for looking good in holiday pictures 

Get close
The closer you are to your subject, the more control 
you’ll have of lighting and positioning 

Crop, don’t zoom
Your photos will have a better quality if you crop 
them so avoid using the zoom feature too much

Ditch the flash
Smartphone flashes are often overly bright, so do 
without if you can 
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Give your prints new purpose
Turn your holiday photos into beautiful prints then  
use them to make an eye-catching wall hanging.

Your very own works of art 
Relive your favourite moments everyday 
by hanging them on your wall. 

A Photo Book full of special moments
Create a unique Photo Book with a personalised cover 
of your most recent holiday or weekend away.

Print it!
43% say it’s a shame 
they don’t print more 
instead of just leaving 
photos on their social 

media feeds

Oh snap!  
68% of Brits say 

there’s an enduring 
appeal to printed photos 
that digital images can’t 

replace

How to be #PROUDTOPRINT

With 75% of us saying looking 
at printed photos makes us 
happy,  why  no t  f i l l  you r 
home with special moments?



30%
OFF ALL PRODUCTS 

bonusprint.co.uk

Promotion code:  PROUD

Your personal promotion code provides you with a 30% discount that can be used on any 
Photo Product purchased at www.bonusprint.co.uk. UK P&P included. No substitutions, 
transfer rights or cash equivalents will be given. One voucher code per person, per billing 
address. Promotion code cannot be combined with any other offers or gift vouchers. 
Promotion code must be entered at checkout and discount will automatically be deducted. 
If you have any problems applying the discount code, please contact our customer care 
team prior to ordering. We reserve the right to end, vary or change this promotion at any 
time. Bonusprint, the Bonusprint logo and all other Bonusprint product or service names 
are trademarks of Bonusprint Ltd. All rights reserved. Valid Until midnight: 31.10.2016

Bonusprint bonusprint

Make with your computer, 
tablet or smartphone.

Free shipping!

BE #PROUDTOPRINT 
THIS SUMMER


